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Organic environments in the Solar System: 

The heritage of the Rosetta, Dawn and Cassini missions. 
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In the last 20 years several primitive objects of the Solar System have been visited by a 

number of international space probes. In particular, Cassini-Huygens (NASA-ASI-ESA, 

launch: 1997), Rosetta  (ESA cornerstone, launch: 2004) and Dawn (NASA, launch: 

2007) have carried onboard a relevant hardware contribution by the Italian community and 

have generated a wealth of information and scientific results, which have changed the way 

we look at comets, asteroids, and satellites of the giant planets.  

In the Solar System we found that most diverse environments constitute suitable places for 

the evolution of organic molecules and complex chemistry.  Primitive bodies carry memory 

of the first phases of evolution of the Solar System. Comets are believed to be the most 

primitive bodies of the Solar System and one of them, the comet 67P/Churyumov-

Gerasimenko, has been the target of the ESA’s cornerstone mission Rosetta. The 

instruments onboard Rosetta observed a nucleus poorer in water than previously thought 

(an estimate of 18-25% was derived, Fulle et al, 2016), a very uniformly dark surface with 

large abundance of darkening agents, such as iron oxide and polyaromatic 

macromolecular compounds of similar origin to the IOM found in carbonaceous chondrites 

(Capaccioni et al, 2015; Fray et al, 2016); we found that the comet has been assembled in 

a very cold environment (20-25K, Rubin et al, 2016) mixing minerals, whose formation 

required conditions found in the inner part of the nebula, and organic compounds formed 

in the outer reaches of the nebula and possibly of pre-solar origin.   

The Dawn mission started its activity at the dwarf planet Ceres in 2015 and observed 

geomorphological evidence of a dry crust and of a water rich interior (about 20% water 

abundance by mass, Russell et al, 2016); Ceres experienced extensive water-related 

processes and chemical differentiation. The surface is mainly composed of a dark 

component (carbon, magnetite?), Mg-phyllosilicates, ammoniated clays, carbonates, and 

salts (De Sanctis, 2016). The observed species suggest endogenous, global-scale 

aqueous alteration. Few local exposures of water ice are seen, especially at higher 

latitudes (Raponi et al, 2017). Sodium carbonates have been identified in several areas on 

the surface, notably in Occator bright faculae. Organic matter has also been discovered in 

several places, most conspicuously in a large area close to the Ernutet crater (De Sanctis 

et al, 2017). The combined presence on Ceres of ammonia-bearing hydrated minerals, 



water ice, carbonates, salts, and organic material indicates a very complex chemical 

environment, suggesting favourable environments for prebiotic chemistry. 

The Cassini-Huygens mission contributed hugely to the knowledge of the Saturnian 

system and its organic environments: from the complex chemistry active on the surface 

and atmosphere of its largest satellite Titan, to the complex chemistry active in Enceladus 

interior, to the presence of organic material of endogenous origin in the Saturnian rings 

(Ciarniello et al, 2019), to the primitive bodies, Phoebe, trapped by Saturn gravitational 

field (Castillo-Rogez et al, 2012, Cruickshank et al, 2008). 

The presentation will provide a summary of the most relevant finding of the mentioned 

missions. 
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Gas-phase reactions involving atomic nitrogen in the ground 4S and first excited 2D 

electronic states with simple hydrocarbons or hydrocarbon radicals lead to the formation of 

prebiotic N-containing organic molecules. These reactions are now active in the upper 

atmosphere of Titan (a massive moon of Saturn) and might have played an important role 

in nitrogen fixation in the primitive upper terrestrial atmosphere. Their products (nitriles, 

imines and N-containing organic radicals) are the precursors of larger N-containing 

molecules, which form the dense haze aerosols that completely cover Titan. If anything 

similar to Titan’s haze has ever existed on primitive Earth, it is reasonable to imagine that, 

once deposited on the surface of the oceans, further chemical evolution might have 

transformed these molecules into aminoacids and nucleobases, the molecular building 

blocks of living entities.[1]  

In our laboratory, we have investigated the reactions of N(2D) with several aliphatic 

hydrocarbons common in the atmosphere of Titan[2-4] and we have verified that products 

containing a novel C-N bond are formed, thus corroborating the suggestion that these gas-

phase reactions allow for nitrogen fixation in organic compounds. More recently, we have 

turned our attention to N(2D) reactions with aromatic hydrocarbons, namely benzene and 

toluene (both present in the upper atmosphere of Titan). The main results will be illustrated 

in this contribution, but we anticipate here that the most striking result is the formation of an 

aromatic compound, pyridine, where N is directly incorporated into the aromatic ring.[5]  
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In the consensus “RNA world” scenario framing the Origin of Life, the generation of 

nucleosides in abiotic conditions remains the major initial hurdle. The one-pot formation of 

nucleosides from formamide was reported[1] but without a detailed mechanistic insight into 

the sequence of contributing chemical events. The experimental set-up consisted of 

formamide, of meteorites as catalysts, and of a 170 MeV proton beam as energy source 

simulating the Solar Wind radiation. In these conditions the formation of cytidine, uridine, 

adenosine, and thymidine was observed without isolation and/or purification of specific 

intermediates, along with a variety of organic compounds including nucleobases (cytosine, 

uracil, adenine, guanine, and thymine), carbohydrates (noticeably, ribose and 2-deoxy-

ribose), aminoacids and carboxylic acids. Formamide is among others the most intensively 

studied chemical precursor for prebiotic syntheses[2–5]. It has been detected in dense 

diffuse clouds, in interstellar space, in the galactic habitable zone[6], in comets[7] and 

satellites[8].The formation of nucleosides in abiotic conditions is a major hurdle in origin-of-

life studies. We have determined the pathway of a general reaction leading to the one-pot 

synthesis of ribo- and 2′-deoxy-ribonucleosides from sugars and purine nucleobases under 

proton irradiation in the presence of a chondrite meteorite. These conditions simulate the 

presumptive conditions in space or on an early Earth fluxed by slow protons from the solar 

wind, potentially mimicking a plausible prebiotic scenario. The reaction requires neither 

pre-activated precursors nor intermediate purification/concentration steps, it is based on a 

defined radical mechanism, and it is characterized by stereo- and regio- selectivity. 
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Organic species containing carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms with six or more atoms 

are denoted, in astrochemical jargon, as complex organic molecules (COMs). With the 

advent of unprecedented high resolution and sensitivity telescopes (e.g. ALMA, NOEMA) 

and challenging exploratory missions (e.g. Rosetta, New Horizons, Juice) the inventory of 

COMs detected in star-formation areas, proto-stars, proto-planetary discs as well as in 

comets and in the atmospheres of planets and satellites is becoming richer and richer. 

COMs are considered to be the missing link in the formation of prebiotic molecules, 

eventually leading to the synthesis of amino acids and other bio molecules. Hence, 

grasping their formation mechanisms is a step forward to unravel how matter evolved from 

an interstellar cloud into a planetary system and how life eventually developed on our 

planet.  

Reactions involving ions have been frequently invoked as formation (and destruction) 

pathways for COMs both in the interstellar medium and in planetary atmospheres, but 

laboratory experiment on key reactions are still sparse. The contribution of the Molecular 

Astrophysics group at Trento University is in the laboratory measurements of kinetic 

parameters (cross sections, branching ratios and their dependences on collision energy) 

for the reaction of charged molecules with neutrals. The experimental set-up uses tandem 

mass spectrometric techniques and RF octupolar trapping of parent and product ions, in 

some cases coupled with VUV photoionization of appropriate neutral precursors to ensure 

the production of state-selected ions and/or isomer selectivity. A review of the recent 

activity on the reactions of He+ with dimethyl ether and methylformate[1, 2] and on the 

isomer selected reactivity of C2H2N+ cations with small hydrocarbons[3, 4, 5] will be 

presented. 
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The condensation of formamide has been shown to be a robust chemical pathway 

affording molecules necessary for the origin of life. It has been experimentally 

demonstrated that condensation reactions of formamide are catalyzed by a number of 

minerals, including silicates, phosphates, sulfides, zirconia and borates, and by cosmic 

dusts and meteorites. In this scenario we have investigated the catalytic effect of the 

mineral self-assembled structures derived from serpentinization, a geological process 

widespread in the early stages of Earth-like planets, in the formamide condensation.1 We 

found that these bilayer membranes, made of amorphous silica and metal oxide/hydroxide 

nanocrystals, catalyze the condensation of formamide, yielding the four nucleobases of 

RNA, different amino acids and, several carboxylic acids in a single-pot thermal 

experiment.2 In addiction to the selective catalysis in the synthesis of prebiotic-relevant 

compounds the mineral structures create at the same time space compartmentalization, 

suggesting a geologically plausible scenario in the prebiotic chemistry. 
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Formation of star systems similar to the Solar System start with the gravitational collapse 

of an interstellar cloud comprised of gas and dust. In the densest regions of this cloud the 

temperature drops to as low as ~10 K, while the lifetime of the cloud is long enough to 

accrete most of the gas-phase material (with except of He and H2) onto dust grain surface.  

This depletion of gas-phase species on the grain surface results in a rich chemistry 

triggered by atom- and radical-addition reactions between accreting species, UV-induced 

reactions, and interactions with cosmic rays. We present the results of a laboratory based 

research that aims to investigate how lipid precursors can be formed at this early stage of 

star formation [1, 2, 3]. We demonstrate that hydrogenation of CO-rich interstellar ice 

analogues results in the formation of molecules as complex as a three-carbon bearing 

sugar alcohol glycerol - a backbone of all lipids known as glycerophospholipid or 

triglycerides, a necessary component for the formation of membranes of modern living 

cells and organelles [4]. The proposed reaction mechanism holds much potential to form 

even more complex sugar alcohols or their corresponding simple sugars. The presentation 

is completed by the demonstration of two possible ways to form amphiphilic molecules 

with a long aliphatic chain under same conditions. Such amphiphilic molecules can either 

themselves participate in the formation of micelles in aqueous solutions, or form ether 

bonds with glycerol. Thus, the presence of these simplest lipid precursors on young 

planets is possible under the assumption that at least a fraction of the original icy-dust 

material survives upon transfer to the early planet surface or, alternatively, is delivered by 

comets or other celestial bodies during the late bombardment stage of the early Earth. 
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The formamide-based synthesis of nucleic acid components offers a new alternative 

for the origin of informational polymers.1,2  This chemistry represents so far the only known 

prebiotic scenario, which outlines a continuous transition from a simple prebiotic feedstock 

molecule, formamide, up to the simplest catalytic oligonucleotides.2  Since this multistep 

synthesis proceeds in a very complex reaction mixture, it is very difficult to study its 

mechanism using purely experimental methods.  The presentation is aimed to illustrate 

that in such complicated cases computational chemistry might be instrumental to provide 

an atomic-level insight into the mechanistic details of the reactions.  We show that the 

applicability of theoretical chemistry tools is not restricted to a simple verification of 

experimentally suggested reaction mechanisms, and, when properly done, computational 

methods can be used to propose mechanistic models on their own.  This is especially 

important when experimental methods do not allow for obtaining accurate structural 

information on the reaction complexes under investigation. 

I will illustrate how the energy-driven chemistry characterizing the earliest stages of 

abiogenesis could translate into a structure-driven chemistry with increasing molecular 

complexity.  Whereas prebiotic synthesis of the building blocks of the first genetic 

molecules involves a less selective high-energy chemistry,3,4 at higher levels of molecular 

evolution other aspects, like structural compatibility, become decisive.5   
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Earth System Models indicate potential bistability in the climate of our planet, with the set-

up of a icehouse state or of a moderate temperature climate depending on initial 

conditions, for the same level of incoming solar radiation, orbital parameters and 

greenhouse gas concentration. This behavior was revealed for the first time, using simple 

Energy Balance Models, more than forty years ago. In such models, the main mechanism 

responsible for bistability is the so-called temperature-ice-albedo feedback. 

In the past few years, our working group developed an ESTM (Earth-like planet Surface 

Temperature Model), a simple climate numerical model based on an Energy-Balance 

Model (EBM) for the meridional heat transport coupled with a radiative-convective 

atmospheric column model. Using ESTM, we performed a fast exploration of known and 

unknown exoplanet parameters, obtaining the surface temperature as a function of the 

period of the year and of latitude. In this way, we have determined for what planetary 

parameters climate bistability such as that of Earth is potentially present. 

Here we discuss the preliminary results of this study when a set of four parameters, 

namely obliquity, eccentricity, semi-mayor axis and atmospheric pressure are varied in the 

ESTM, all the other parameters being kept fixed to the Earth's values. Some general 

comments on the role of bistability in planetary habitability are offered as well. 
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The investigation of phenomena related to the chemistry of the Cosmos is strongly based 

on the identification and quantification of molecules by spectroscopic methods (in 

particular rotational spectroscopy), thus laboratory work is essential to provide the 

community with the spectral features needed to analyze the cosmological surveys.  

The spectroscopic strategies for recording and analyzing the rotational spectra of larger 

organic molecules include the use of the cold and isolated conditions of a free jet 

expansion and heated sources for the non-volatile systems, coupled to absorption or 

Fourier Transform spectrometers which show an extremely high accuracy, resolution and 

sensitivity. 

The experimental work is strongly supported and complemented by quantum chemical 

modeling and calculations with the aim of assigning the observed spectra and to obtain 

information on the molecular dynamics which involve, for example, conformational 

rearrangements, tautomeric equilibria, large amplitude motions, vibro-rotational coupling. 

We will explore the high resolution spectroscopic facilities in the microwave and millimeter 

ranges (6-18 and 52-74.4 GHz) at the University of Bologna and highlight possible future 

developments. With the use of some examples of published and unpublished results we 

will show the capabilities and the challenges that must be faced by theoretical and 

experimental methods in obtaining reliable results. 

The data obtained from these kind of instruments are relevant for astronomical searches of 

complex molecules that represent excellent probes of the physical and chemical 

environments and history of the sources where they are detected.  
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In order to cast light on the conditions that may lead to the emergence and mainteinance 

of life in the Universe, we consider terrestrial life as a special case of a universal chemical 

phenomenon driven by genetic and catalytic molecules. In a previous work we have shown 

that hydrogen bonding must be pervasive in any biochemistry driven by genetic and 

catalytic molecules, owing to its unique capabilities for molecular folding and 

intermolecular recognition[1]. Hydrogen bonding is also essential in the molecular medium 

that is required to support the structure, activity and mobility of genetic and catalytic 

molecules. If the medium forms a network of hydrogen bonds, genetic and catalytic 

processes can benefit of many important advantages, such as specific interactions, proton 

transfers, cooperative effects, support to hydrophobic effect, and collective reactivity to 

electric fields. In this perspective, water molecules are special due to their excellent 

capability of creating a network of hydrogen bonds. In general, other molecules can 

generate a network of hydrogen bonds that could support prebiotic chemical pathways or 

hypothetical biochemistries alternative to the terrestrial one. To investigate this possibility 

we are starting to perform dynamic symulations[2] of molecules known to play an important 

role in studies of prebiotic chemistry. Preliminary results of a case study of formamide will 

be briefly presented.   
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The bacterial species belonging to the group of Extremophiles, i.e. those microorganisms 

that are able to resist extreme environmental conditions, are an interesting biological 

model for Astrobiology. 

The relevance of assessing the resistance of bacterial species in spatial conditions has 

recently been highlighted also by the “AstRoMap European Astrobiology Roadmap”1. 

Indeed, according to the AstRoMap one main research issue in Astrobiology is 

represented by “life and habitability” i.e. the search for conditions limiting or sustaining life 

in the universe beyond the Earth. In this frame, the laboratory simulation of spatial 

conditions is one main approach to the identification of those microbial species that could 

potentially adapt to live in space on other planets.  

Here we present the results of our studies concerning the resistance of cells and spores of 

the thermophilic species Parageobacillus thermantarcticus in laboratory conditions 

simulating some space parameters. P. thermantarcticus was subjected to several 

stressors mimicking the space environment including: desiccation2,3, UV radiations2,3, X-

rays2,3 and g-rays4. Some preliminary results of the analysis, at a molecular level, of cells’ 

response to stressing conditions are also reported2,3,4. 
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Objectives   Assess the impact of microgravity-induced osteoporosis and its implications on the future of space 
programs. 
 

Background   Osteoporosis consists in unbalanced bone resorption and formation. Microgravity-induced 
osteoporosis has been observed in astronauts since first human missions. 

 

Methods   We performed a narrative review of the available studies about this topic. 
 

Results   During a 4.5 to 6 month stay in space most of the astronauts develop a reduction in bone mineral density 

(BMD) in spine, femoral neck, trochanter, and pelvis between 1% and 14% measured by Dual Energy X-ray 
Absorption (DEXA). The same BMD reduction up to -2.6% has been documented in a recent RCT on 36-week bed 

rest, as well as increasing calciuria by the 4th week (200 mg/day lost per month) despite calcium/vitamin-D 

supplementations, and loss in calcaneal BMD of 5% per each month. High calcium intake (>1000 mg/d) and vitamin 
D supplementation (650 IU/d) has been shown to not efficiently counteract the development of space osteoporosis 

during several European missions. Attempts to prevent disuse osteoporosis with mechanical/biochemical means, 

including exercise, skeletal compression, increased hydrostatic pressure to the lower body, supplemental calcium 

and/or phosphorus/calcitonin/etidronate were not successful. More powerful treatments have been tested in animal 
models (i.e. residronate) with the same negative results, suggesting that bisphosphonates can impair the ability of 

mature osteoclasts to resorb bone, but cannot overcome the strong stimulus for osteoclast recruitment caused by 

long-term disuse. Microgravity has been shown to induce changes in genes encoding prolactins, apoptosis/survival 
molecules, bone metabolism and extra-cellular matrix composition proteins, chemokines, insulin-like growth factor 

and other molecules, thus suggesting an epigenetic framework of interactions between human genes and external 

environment. Diminished bone formation was shown in rats on Soviet Cosmos biosatellites with post-flight 
normalization of cortical bone, but persistent decline in trabecular bone mass with indications of involvement of 

mechanical unloading and/or hypersecretion of corticosteroids. In other studies, Gemini, Apollo and Skylab 

astronauts exhibited a negative calcium balance due primarily to hypercalciuria. Calcaneal BMD in Skylab crew-
members declined by 4% after 84 days of orbital flight. In the International Space Station (ISS) astronauts a 4% 

decrease in tibial cortical thickness and a 15% increase in cortical porosity at landing was observed. Remodeling 

marker returned to preflight values within 6 months but tibial cortical porosity or trabecular bone failed to recover, 
resulting in compromised strength. 

 

Conclusions   Microgravity-induced osteoporosis still represents a major challenge for the future of space programs 
with human crew. 
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Extant biological DNA and RNA syntheses are based on template copying by highly 

evolved polymerases and high levels of adaptation and refinement have been achieved 

in studies on the in vitro evolution of polymerizing enzymes. Complex chemistries 

involved in the non-enzymatic polymerization of high-energy monomers to nucleic acids 

are also well described in the literature.  However, these are all compounds whose 

likelihood of prebiotic availability and accumulation is inversely proportional to their 

intrinsic stability and the elaborate chemistry necessary for their synthesis. In brief, the 

prebiotic ur-generation of RNA remains undeciphered.  

  We explored in prebiotic conditions the non-enzymatic polymerization of cyclic 

nucleotides. Such a template-free polymerization reaction is preceded by the self-

assembling of the cyclic precursors utilizing stacking interactions, which mediate the 

trans-phosphorylations among the pillared monomer units, resulting in covalently bound 

oligonucleotides. The conditions allowing this chemistry necessarily differ  among the 

different nucleotides and depend on the propensity of the monomers to participate in 

various intermolecular interactions. Thus, in order to reconstruct the series of chemical 

events that eventually led to the prebiotic non-enzymatic synthesis of mixed-sequence 

RNA, the polymerization of each cyclic nucleotide requires a dedicated specific 

analysis. Starting by our observation of abiotic phosphorylation of nucleosides using 

phosphate minerals as source of phosphate and the spontaneous formation of cyclic 

nucleotides, the non-enzymatic polymerization of 3',5'cGMP, 3',5' cAMP, and 3',5'cCMP 

has been obtained and characterized. 
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Research in astrobiology and exobiology are, since the beginning of space exploration, at 

the forefront of the space research. Biological and chemical experiments are performed on  

the International Space Station (ISS), satellites, or on landers by using small autonomous 

or semi-autonomous bioreactors supporting different models under biological, chemical, 

and physical investigation. Kayser Italia develops space hardware systems and provides 

mission support for investigations on biological systems in space. In particular, several 

types of bioreactors, have been developed. The space bioreactors reduce a laboratory into 

a hand-sized device dedicated to life science research experiments on space platforms, 

such ISS. They allow the autonomous execution of a scientific protocol, being designed to 

contain the cell culture and all the chemicals (culture medium, wash buffers, fixatives, etc) 

required by the experiment. To maintain a desired temperature during the experiment 

execution an incubator, such as the KUBIK or Biolab (ESA), is employed. Together with 

the more classical approaches to perform space experiment, and driven by current 

commercial space utilization programs, Kayser Italia has established a commercial service 

called BIOREACTOR EXPRESS, aiming to establish an “express” way to perform 

scientific and/or technological experiments on board the ISS. It exploits the KUBIK 

incubator facility of ESA which is permanently installed on the ISS Columbus module. With 

this approach several categories of experiments can be performed using available 

miniaturized “bioreactors” dedicated to biological, biotechnological and biochemistry 

experiments. Beyond the biology experiments performed inside the ISS, Kayser Italia is 

developing for ESA an EXOBIOLOGY facility to be installed on an external platform 

outside the ISS Columbus module. As outcome of the ILSRA 2014 ESA call, seven 

astrobiology experiments namely Biosign, MEXEM, IceCold, Rotifer, GENESISS, Exocube 

and OREOcube, have been selected for implementation and performance on board the 

ISS. These experiments, currently under development, will evaluate the impact of space 

environment (radiation, UV, vacuum, temperature variations) on different chemical and 

biological samples. Hence, details regarding Kayser Italia activities and future research 

opportunities for astro-exobiological investigations will be presented. 
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Hypersaline environments are represented by saline lakes, solar salterns and saline soils, 

as well as other habitats such as salt mines, salted foods, etc. They are divided on 

thalassohaline or athalassohaline depending on the percentages of the different salts 

present in the habitat. With a few exceptions belonging to the eukaryotic domain, such as 

the crustacean Artemia salina, the algae Dunaliella, some fungi and the larvae of the brine 

fly Ephydra, most organisms living in such extreme habitats are prokaryotes, belonging to 

the domains Archaea and Bacteria. These habitats are extreme not only because they have 

a high salt concentration (in some cases up to saturated NaCl), and other extreme 

environmental features such as the temperature, pH, radiation, pressure, etc., may influence 

the growth of living organisms that are thus defined as poly-extremophiles. The major 

challenge that these microorganisms must solve is the high salinity and two alternative 

strategies to balance the external ionic content are the “salt-in”, that has traditionally been 

considered as unique for the extremely halophilic archaea (also known as haloarchaea), 

consisting on the internal accumulation of ions (Na+ and mainly K+), and the “salt-out” 

strategy which is mainly carried out by the halophilic and halotolerant bacteria, consisting 

on the accumulation of compatible solutes. However, current studies supported that both 

strategies are not exclusive for each microbial group. 

Hypersaline habitats have traditionally been considered as harsh environments with a very 

limited diversity and in which only a few microbial groups were present. In fact, most current 

physiological, biochemical or genetic studies have been based on a few halophiles that are 

easily available and grow well under laboratory conditions, even considering that maybe 

they are not the most abundant extremophiles in hypersaline habitats. The use of culture-

independent molecular techniques, including recent metagenomic approaches have 

permitted to determine in detail the major microbial taxa and their metabolic activities, and 

also have enable the discovery of new, never described before, archaea and bacteria that 

may offer a new set of genes that could be of biotechnological and applied importance. 

Besides, these studies have permitted to determine the most abundant prokaryotic groups, 

which are probably better adapted to the extreme conditions and thus, could be the best 

candidates as model organisms for further studies in order to determine their survival 

mechanisms and the presence of microbial life in other planets. 
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Classifications based on nucleic acids show that Archaea, together with Eukarya and 

Bacteria, represent the third domain of living organisms. Their basal position in 

phylogenetic trees suggests that Archaea might be the living organisms closest to the Last 

Universal Common Ancestor. The study of the molecular genetics of extremophilic 

Archaea makes it possible to understand fundamental aspects on the origin of life, such as 

the evolution of the genome and the transmission of genetic information. Sequenced 

genomes often reveal interrupted coding sequences and, in the past, genes interrupted by 

+/-1 frameshifting, stop codons, and large insertions were generally considered to be the 

result of sequencing errors or non-functional pseudogene. However it is now clear that a 

minority of these coding sequences are functionally expressed either independently or by 

programmed deviations from the standard decoding rules, globally named recoding. 

Evidence of recoding has been provided in Eukarya and Bacteria, and, more recently from 

our group, also in Archaea [1-3], demonstrating that the phenomenon is universally 

conserved. Known cases of translational recoding in Archaea were limited to termination 

codon readthrough [1]. However, our group found that the gene fucA1, encoding for a a-L-

fucosidase in the archaeon Sulfolobus solfataricus, is expressed by programmed -1 

frameshifting [2]; more recently, we demonstrated by functional highthroughput proteomic 

approaches and expression in E. coli, that disrupted genes leading to functional products 

can be frequently found in archaeal genomes [3]. These results will be described here and 

discussed with particular focus on the relevance of translational recoding in Archaea and 

the correlation between the flexibility of the genetic code and the limits of life 
 
This work was supported by the projects MoMa 1/014/06/0 and ECMB 2014-026-R.0 of the Agenzia 
Spaziale Italiana. 
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Desert members of the genus Chroococcidiopsis are characterized by a remarkable 

capability to withstand environmental stressors that are lethal to the majority of the 

organisms. In nature they dominate hot and cold deserts [1] and cope with laboratory 

conditions of prolonged desiccation [2], high and low LET radiations [3], space and Mars-like 

simulations [4,5]. Recently their exposure under space and Mars-like conditions in low 

Earth, performed in the contest of the BIOMEX (BIOlogy and Mars EXperiment) and BOSS 

(Biofilm Organisms Surfing Space) experiments, has pushed the limits of life at several 

extremes. When the exposure to such conditions did not exceed the repair capabilities 

more data were available on the physico-chemical limits of life. When the accumulated 

damage exceeded the survival potential, the persistence of biomarkers contributed to a 

database needed to search for life elsewhere [6]. The survival of dried cells was ascribed to 

a synergic action between permanence in dried cells of proteins protected against 

oxidative damage [7] and up-regulation of DA repair genes upon rewetting.  
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Microgravity has been demonstrated to induce several morphologic and 

phenotypic changes on bacterial cultures. Recent experiments conducted on the 

International Space Station (ISS) showed that cells size were incremented during the 

Space flights, as well as cell concentration and antibiotic resistance[1,2]. Moreover, 

microgravity had an effect on biofilm formation and altered biofilm architecture [3]. 

In this work we describe the results of the preliminary experiments on the 

bacterium Sphingomonas desiccabilis in preparation to the ESA BioRock experiment 

(ILSRA-2009-0952). This latter has the aim to investigate how bacteria interact with 

basalt rock in microgravity and simulated Mars (0.38 g) and Earth (1 g) gravities. The 

experiment will be performed on the ISS in May 2019 and will take advantages of the 

BMR hardware (Kayser Italia), specifically designed for the experiment. Two main 

features of bacterial growth will be assessed: biofilm formation and bioleaching extent[4]. 

Biofilm is an intricated matrix of biopolymers produced by bacterial cells after 

attachment to several surfaces (biotic or abiotic)[5]. During the BioRock experiment, 

biofilm formed by the bacteria on a basalt rock surface after the flight will be analyzed 

by several microscopic techniques. The results obtained from our preliminary tests 

showed interesting features of biofilm formation on basalt slides, and gave clues on 

what would be interesting to focus on after the flight in the ISS. 

The BioRock experiment will give important information regarding the changing 

occurring on bacterial bioleaching capacity and biofilm formation in different gravities. 

Moreover, the preliminary analysis in preparation to the flight could provide useful data 

on what will be the main features we expect to be modified when gravity changes. 
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The study of the microbial dynamics in the extreme environments such as fumaroles, hot 

springs, and geysers, in relation to geothermal variations allows providing important 

information on the microbiome inhabiting extreme environments. Microbial survey applied 

to specialized environments which might resemble those of primitive Earth, offers the 

possibility to understand the evolution of complex biotypes and their correlation with the 

environmental parameters playing a key role in the study of the origin, evolution, 

distribution and adaptation of extremophiles (organisms thriving at these conditions) as 

primitive forms of life populating our planet and, in an astrobiological perspective, other 

bodies in the Universe.  

Here, we report the temporal survey of the hyperthermophilic microbial community in 

response to seasonal and geochemical variations, by using microbial and geochemical 

data of 54 environmental samples collected between February 2015 and April 2016, of a 

mud pool (pH 2.3 – 6.5; temp 82 – 101 °C) of the Pisciarelli solfatara in the volcanic area 

of the Phelgrean Fields (Naples, Italy). Currently, Pisciarelli hotsprings showed an evident 

increase of the geothermal activity being affected by a continuous increasing temperature 

of the existing fumaroles, local seismicity, and occurrence of novel fumaroles mixed with 

jets of gas and boiling water [1]. Our analysis revealed severe changes in the Genera ratio 

within the microbial population, due to seasonal modifications, and dramatic drops of the 

whole microbial community triggered by geochemical events. 
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Mineral surfaces may have a central role in the enrichment of chemical complexity 

assisting prebiotic self-organization, selectively adsorbing molecules and allowing their 

concentration. Nowadays we know that in space environments minerals can act as 

catalysts promoting selective synthesis of biomolecules and influencing the photostability 

of biomolecules catalysing important chemical reactions or protecting molecules against 

degradation. Studies about the stability of molecular biomarkers in a Martian-like 

environment allow us to explore the conditions for the preservation of biomarkers and 

develop models for their degradation in the Martian geological record. In particular, 

ultraviolet (UV) radiation and perchlorates are among the main degradation agents on 

Mars. Therefore, a systematic study of the effects of UV radiation and the presence of 

perchlorates on a variety of molecule-mineral complexes mimicking Martian soil can be 

key for choosing the landing sites for future space missions, as well as the selection of 

the most interesting samples to analyze in situ or collect for sample return.  

In this regard, we present laboratory activities pertaining to the UV-irradiation processing 

of the Mars soil analogues under Martian-like conditions and the characterization of the 

Mars soil analogues through various techniques such as Fourier Transform Infrared 

(FTIR) and Raman vibrational spectroscopies, powder X-Ray diffraction (XRD), Time-of-

Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). 
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A key open question in astrochemistry is how chemical complexity builds up along the 

formation process of Sun-like stars from prestellar cores to protoplanetary disks and 

ultimately to planets. Is the chemical composition of planets inherited from the prestellar and 

protostellar stages? Or reflects chemical processes occurring in the disk? Are organics 

efficiently formed in disks and through what mechanism(s)?  

The chemistry of disks is difficult to probe observationally due to their small sizes (<100 

au) and to the low gas-phase abundance of (complex) organic molecules (iCOMs). It is only 

with the advent of millimetre interferometers such as ALMA that we started to unveil the disks 

molecular content at unprecedented angular resolution and sensitivity. 

I will show the first detections of organics in planet-forming disks from the protostellar 

(~104 yrs) to the protoplanetary (~106 yrs) stage and I will discuss how these observations 

are revolutionising our comprehension of the distribution and formation of volatile organics 

in disks. Building on these results we are now ready to perform the first astrochemical survey 

of disks around young Solar analogs in the context of the recently approved Large 

Programme ALMA-FAUST (Europe, Japan, and USA), and EU ITN project ACO, both   

based on a strong synergy between astrophysicists, chemists, and laboratory experts.  

 
 
 



 

 

 
Figure: ALMA observations of simple organics in the disk of the HH 212 protostar (left; 
from Codella et al. 2018, A&A, 617, A10), and in the protoplanetary disk of the T Tauri 
star DG Tau (right; from Podio et al. 2018, submitted to A&A). 
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Primitive small bodies, such as carbonaceous Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) and Centaurs, 

formed in the water- and organic-rich outer regions of the proto-planetary disk, very likely 

containing primordial material from the proto-solar cloud, as well as elements issued from 

alteration processes. Their current physical and orbital properties provide information 

about the earliest processes that governed the formation and evolution of the proto-nebula 

at different solar distances[1],[2]. Moreover, recent exobiological scenarios for the origin of 

life on Earth[3] invoke the exogenous delivery of organic matter to the early Earth due to an 

intense influx of organic-rich material after its formation, for which the most likely source is 

the impact of many small bodies formed in the outer SS[4].  

We will present the latest results we have obtained during our observational campaign to 

investigate the surface composition of several primitive bodies through photometric and 

spectroscopic observations in the visible and near-infrared range. We found NEOs with 

dynamical and physical connection with outer Solar System bodies, which make them 

particularly interesting for a future rendez-vous or sample-return mission. Moreover, we 

characterized the peculiar surface colours and the activity for an interesting Centaur, 

flagged before as inactive. 
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It is generally thought that the habitability of a planet is strongly influenced by the amount 

of ionizing radiation incident on its atmosphere and surface. While the host star is usually 

the prevalent origin of such high-energy radiation, previous studies have also considered 

the effect on a hypothetic biosphere of other possible sources, in particular with regard to 

potentially catastrophic transient events such as nearby gamma ray bursts or supernova 

explosions. Here we consider a phenomenon whose astrobiological consequences are 

much less explored, i.e. the production of X-ray and extreme ultraviolet (XUV) radiation 

during the peak of the active phase of supermassive black holes. In particular, we 

investigated [1] how the activity of the supermassive black hole at the center of the Milky 

Way, known as Sagittarius A* (Sgr A*), may have affected the habitability of Earth-like 

planets in our Galaxy. Our results show for the first time that the combined effect of 

atmospheric loss and of the direct biological damage to surface life was probably 

significant during the AGN phase of Sgr A*, possibly hindering the development of 

complex life within a few kiloparsecs from the galactic center. 
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The origin of life and its possible existence, past or present, beyond our planet, are 

subjects of great scientific and general interest and one of the main objectives of space 

research. The Italian astrobiological scientific community has been developing these 

themes for long time at national and international level, actively participating in 

congresses and workshops, publishing many scientific papers in international journals, 

resulting from ground and space experiments (mainly on ISS), funded by ASI and ESA. 

The researches have focused and are focusing on the origin of life, its limits on Earth 

and possible theoretical limits, the search for life outside the Earth, the limits of 

habitability, the resistance of microorganisms to space and Martian conditions, the 

search for exoplanets in the range of habitability. The aim of this project is to networking 

the best skills in our country, to carry out a wide-ranging research, with a common goal. 

The study of the origin of life in the universe is the basis of this project, which 

investigates prebiotic chemistry in various possible scenarios, whether in polar or non-

polar solvents (e.g. Titan environment): these results will link with the study of the effect 

of simulated space conditions on possible chemical biosignatures. The limits of life as 

we know will be investigated in ground-based experiments on experimental 

microbiological models that, for the most part, have already demonstrated their 

resistance to real or simulated space conditions and in extreme environments. Their 

potentialities will be studied also by up-to-date molecular methods. The ability of some 

microorganisms to produce atmospheric biosignatures, in simulated conditions, will be 

tested and compared with the possible existence of atmospheric biosignatures on 

habitable exoplanets. The search for habitable exoplanets will be carried out with 

theoretical models aimed at optimizing space-based observational methods. 

The realization of a project, including  a wide range of life studies in the Universe, but 

very related to each other, will set the conditions and provide tools to propose various 

experiments that can be realized in space, especially on the ISS; these proposals could 

be submitted by research teams that have been already tested for their ability, expertise 

and experience.  
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For many years, the inter-stellar medium (ISM) was considered too hostile an environment 

for molecules. This paradigm of thought began to deteriorate roughly forty years ago with 

the discovery of molecules containing carbon chains and rings. As time has gone on, the 

pace of molecular discovery has accelerated and the original point of view has been 

definitively abandoned. 

Indeed, the detection of almost two hundred molecules in space suggests that the ISM is 

characterized by a rich chemistry. Unthinkable to astronomers a half-century ago, the 

presence of prebiotic molecules has attracted particular interest in the general scientific 

community. Debate on the origins of these biomolecular building blocks has been further 

stimulated by the discovery of nucleobases and amino acids in meteorites and other extra-

terrestrial sources. This is the playground leading to the birth and development of 

astrochemistry, an interdisciplinary field at the interface of chemistry, physics, and 

astronomy on the road toward astrobiology. At least three different pieces of information, 

namely astronomical observations, laboratory experiments, and quantum mechanical 

computations are mandatory for a deeper understanding of the chemical evolution of the 

universe. In this contribution I’ll try to sketch the present situation and to delineate some of 

the most promising perspectives with special reference to the spectroscopic detection and 

characterization of biomolecular building blocks in the ISM and to reaction mechanisms 

(including both thermodynamic and kinetic aspects) leading from simple molecules to the 

so-called astronomical complex organic molecules (ACOMS), i.e. sugars, nucleobases, 

aminoacids and their precursors. 
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V. Barone, M. Biczysko, C. Puzzarini, Quantum chemistry meets spectroscopy for astrochemistry: increasing 
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Phosphorus is one of the crucial elements for life. It plays a central role in the structure 

of essential biotic molecules, such as nucleic acids (DNA and RNA), phospholipids (the 

skin of all cellular membranes) and the adenosine triphosphate (ATP).[1] Despite its 

importance for life, the chemistry of Phosphorus in the interstellar medium (ISM), and in 

particular in star-forming regions, the birthplaces of stars and planets, is still poorly 

known. In fact, until 2016 the only P-bearing molecule detected in star-forming regions 

was PN towards 6 sources[2,3]. From 2016, a series of studies conducted by our group 

led to new detections that allowed us to make a significant step forward in the 

comprehension of the P chemistry in star-forming regions. Our group detected PN (2-1) 

in 8 new massive cores, which allowed us to increase by more than a factor 2 the 

statistics, and detected PO, the basic bond of phosphates, for the first time in a star-

forming region[4,5]. In order to investigate the main chemical route that leads to the 

formation of PN, we performed multi-line observations of PN towards 9 massive dense 

cores and compared the results (abundance, excitation temperature and line profile) 

obtained for PN with other molecules, tracing different chemical and physical conditions: 

SiO and SO (shock tracers), CH3OH (grain surface tracer), and N2H+ (cold and dense 

gas tracer). Our results indicate sputtering of grains in shock regions as relevant release 

mechanism of PN, but not unique; in fact, PN can also be found in more quiescent 

gas.[4,6] The importance of shock regions emerges also from our observations towards 

sources in the Galactic Center.[7] From these observations, we infer also that intense 

UV/X-ray/cosmic rays radiation can destroy P-bearing molecules. 
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Mineral surfaces may have a central role in the enrichment of chemical complexity assisting 

prebiotic self-organization, selectively adsorbing molecules and allowing their 

concentration1,2. Nowadays we know that minerals can act as catalysts promoting selective 

synthesis of biomolecules on their surface, mediating the effects of electromagnetic radiation 

and influencing the photostability of bio-molecules catalysing important chemical reactions 

or protecting molecules against degradation3,4. 

Such relevant interactions acquire even greater importance after the discovery of organic 

molecules on asteroids confirming their role as transport and delivery vehicles of building 

blocks of life on Earth and possibly on other bodies of the Solar System5. In this context, 

surfaces of airless bodies hit by UV photons are favourable sites for the formation of highly 

reactive radical species by photochemical processes and the study of this kind of process 

can improve our knowledge on the role of asteroids in astrobiology6. 

We report a laboratory study of UV irradiation of glycine adsorbed on various space relevant 

minerals, such as forsterite, antigorite, spinel and pyrite, using a calibrated enhanced UV 

Xenon lamp, which has shown to be a good choice for solar simulation7. 
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EURO-CARES (European Curation of Astromaterials Returned from Exploration of Space) 

was a three year (2015-2017), multinational project, funded under the European 

Commission's Horizon 2020 research programme to develop a roadmap for a European 

Extra-terrestrial Sample Curation Facility (ESCF). The facility main purpose is to store, 

curate, prepare and distribute samples collected by sample return missions from comets, 

asteroids and Mars. For restricted missions, i.e sample returned from Mars, one goal of 

the project was to find the best suite of techniques to detect the presence of extinct or 

extant life when samples are brought back to Earth. At the state-of-art there are a wide 

number of proposed approaches [1-3]. All studies lead to a list of techniques suitable for 

life detection along with details about their field of application, efficiency and limits. What is 

missing is a critical approach able to make a comparison between the techniques in terms 

of effectiveness, to find a prioritizing ranking. In this study the correlation matrix 

engineering tool approach was used to support the choice of the techniques for 

biosignatures detection [4,5]. Our work was to analyse, evaluate and measure the 

efficiency of each technique in detecting life. To do it, a wide panel of experts was involved 

in the following scientific and technological fields: process engineering, astrobiology, 

biology, chemistry, and physics. We will show how, using the correlation matrix method, it 

was possible to identify critical issues, highlight the priorities and facilitate the design 

choices. 
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In this research topic a new approach, aimed at revealing the ability of some terrestrial 

rocks and meteorites both containing iron to perform catalytic reactions operative in 

present-day life, was firstly reported and patented in 2003[1]. 

The aim of this work is to present and discuss the results of past[2,3], recent[4,5], and further 

ongoing (molecular and catalytic) mineral-organic interfacial experiments supporting the 

Multiple Root Genesis hypothesis (MuRoGe) already proposed[4] to approach the 

questions surrounding the origin of life 

on Earth and on Earth-like planets.  

Utilizing as a model for the emergence 

and early evolution of life on Earth, the 

self-organizing M4 material[6] obtained 

from meteorites (Fig.1a-b), and 

terrestrial rocks and minerals (Fig.1c-d), the results of my experiments could point a way 

towards understanding how Earth kick-started metabolism emerged on landmass that 

arose from Archean oceans rather than in the depths near a deep sea hydrothermal vent.  

In conclusion, designing plausible geochemical scenarios in which abiotic, photo- 

geochemical reactions could become photobiological reactions, the results so far obtained 

do not prove or exclude the possibility that the self-organizing M4 materials, having a 

complex chemistry, might be examples of proto-metabolic reactions occurred in a pre-

biotic hydrogel context as recently proposed[7]. Moreover, they are certainly the result of 

several coordinated activities and only some of them can be attributed to the meteorite or 

terrestrial rock components. 
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Abstract. The Evo-SETI Scale (Evo-SETI stands for “Evolution and SETI”) is a scale of 

information measured in bits.  

It ranges between zero (corresponding to the time of the origin of life on Earth, 3.5 billion 

years ago or a little more, like 3.8 billion years ago, or so) and 25,595 bits, that is today’s 

value of the scale.  

The straight line between these two values is the Scale measuring the EvoEntropy, i.e. the 

Shannon Entropy of Information Theory for a family of lognormal probability densities 

constrained between the time axis and the exponential curve representing the number of 

Species living on Earth at each instant between 3.5 billion years ago and now. In reality, 

this exponential is rather the mean value of the number of living Species in the 3.5 billion 

years of time, since many Species went extinct in the past. Mathematically speaking, we 

thus have a stochastic process with this exponential mean value and this is called 

Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM). This GBM turns out to be a lognormal process, and 

not a Gaussian process.  

The relevant mathematics is rather difficult, and was developed by this author in a series 

of some ten highly mathematical papers published in the International Journal of 

Astrobiology and in Acta Astronautica since 2010.  

But the meaning of the Evo-Scale is quite neat: it shows “how much evolved” a certain 

Species is with respect to all other Species, both of the past and of the present. And if we 

replace “Species” with “Complexity”, the Evo-SETI scale becomes the Complexity Scale 

that we can extrapolate into the future in order to find how much more complex than 

Humans a certain ET Civilization will turn out to be when SETI, the Search for 

ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence, will put us in touch with Alien Civilizations.  

In conclusion, our Scale really is an Evo-SETI Scale, combining both the past (Evolution) 

and the future (SETI) into a unique, highly mathematical scheme.  
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Phosphorylation is fundamental to cell life, supplying energy and structural stability. It 
controls metabolic pathways, realizes the compartmentalization process and provides 
reactivity[1]. Sophisticated enzymes have been selected during molecular evolution to 
reach this goal in the biosynthesis of nucleotides. Simpler reagents and chemical 
scenarios are expected to be operative in pre-biological conditions[2]. In this context our 
research was focused on the phosphorylation of adenosine that was performed in three 
different experimental conditions: 1) adenosine, NaH2PO4 and the meteorite NWA 2828 of 
the chondrite type; 2) adenosine, NaH2PO4 and NWA 2828 in the presence of NH2CHO; 
and 3) adenosine and NaH2PO4 in NH2CHO without NWA 2828. The irradiation of 
adenosine and NaH2PO4 in dry-film conditions was also performed as a reference. As 
shown in figure 1 alicyclic and cyclic nucleotides were detected by MALDI-TOF and HPLC-
MS analyses. In particular, the irradiation of adenosine 1 and NaH2PO4 afforded 5’-
adenosine mono-phosphate (5’-AMP) 2, 3’-adenosine mono-phosphate (3’-AMP) 3, 2’-
adenosine mono-phosphate (2’-AMP) 4, 2’, 3’-cycloadenosine monophosphate (2’,3’-
cAMP) 5, 3’, 5’-cycloadenosine monophosphate (3’,5’-cAMP) 6, and 5’-adenosine 
diphosphate 7 (5’-ADP) (Figure 1). Moreover, a large panel of molecular ions 
corresponding to nucleotides poly-phosphates. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Irradiation of adenosine 1 and NaH2PO4 with a high energy proton beam (170 MeV) 
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The origin of life may be modeled as a sequence of so-called “emergent” events, each of 

which added chemical complexity to the prebiotic earth. Such events include: i) the 

emergence of biomolecules, ii) the emergence of organized molecular systems, iii) the 

emergence of self-replicating molecular systems; iv) the emergence of natural selection1. 

As for the emergence of biomolecules, molecules formed in the interstellar medium (ISM) 

represent an important source of life’s building blocks. Therefore, an important issue in 

astrochemistry is the observation of complex organic interstellar molecules (COM): they 

are probes of the physical conditions, of the history, and of the molecular complexity of 

their environment2. 

To support radio astronomical detection, laboratory data are needed, which can be 

provided by instruments such as the Bologna spectrometer, which can record spectra 

above 1 THz with accuracy, precision, and high resolution. 

We recently observed in the millimeter- and submillimeter-wave regions the rotational 

spectra of two prebiotic molecules produced by pyrolysis: C-cyanomethanimine 

(HNCHCN)3 and ethanimine (CH3CHNH)4, both in the two Z and E isomeric forms. A 

search of spectral features of HNCHCN in spectral surveys obtained with the IRAM 30-m 

antenna led to upper limits on its abundances of a few 10-10 and 10-9 for starless and hot-

corinos, and shocks, respectively. 

Moreover, the observation of the rotational spectrum of cyanoketene (NCHCCO), 

produced by pyrolysis of methylcyanoacetate (NCH2COOCH3), was extended up to 520 

GHz. This COM is still unidentified in the ISM and we studied possible formation paths in 

the gas phase by a full QM approach. 
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Classic (CM) and quantum (QM) mechanical computer simulations represent a powerful 

tool in today’s astrochemical research because they can provide for atomistic details that 

cannot be directly obtained from experimental and astronomical observations. Solid 

nanoparticles (NPs) represent an important fraction of the interstellar medium (ISM). IR 

observations revealed that some of these NPs have a forsterite (Mg2SiO4, Fo) like 

composition,1 and that in the dense molecular clouds (MCs), they are covered in different 

layers of water-dominated, dirty ices.2 These NPs are expected to play a fundamental 

surface catalytic role, allowing the formation of the large variety of molecules usually 

observed in the ISM.1 While IR observations are useful to investigate the chemical 

composition of solids, they cannot properly provide for structural information. However, Fo 

NPs are usually assumed to be highly amorphous because their IR spectra closely 

resemble those from amorphous bulk silicates.1 On the same vein, the solid carbon 

monoxide (CO) IR stretching frequency is usually exploited to infer the structural features 

of the covering ices and the atomistic nature of the solid CO-solid H2O interface, that may 

influence several chemico-physical processes occurring in MCs.3 In order to shed some 

light on these two important topics, we resorted to CM and QM computer simulations on 

Fo NPs and CO/H2O models. Our results clearly show that i) amorphous- and crystalline-

like Fo NPs cannot be distinguished only from their IR spectra, and ii) very different 

atomistic environments can produce the observed features of solid CO. 
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The fundamental interest concerning the formation of the first molecules of life is a 

constant challenge in the panorama of astrochemical and prebiotic studies. While the 

formation of the simplest molecules is assessed in many different environments ranging 

from the ISM to the early Earth, the linkages between them to form functional and self-

assembled structures still underlies many uncertainties. In this, the comprehension of 

the formation of amides and peptides is a key passage among all the chainrings.[1] 

The amide bond (AB) formation between non-activated carboxylic acids and amines is 

studied on the surface of amorphous silica in dry conditions combining spectroscopic 

measurements and quantum chemical simulations.[2] The results suggest a mechanism 

involving a hybrid catalytic site formed by both molecules and surface. The experimental 

careful tuning of silica surface OH groups is achieved to progressively isolate families of 

surface sites. The atomistic interpretation of indicates the coexistence of an ionic and a 

canonical pairs of reagents hosted by specific surface SiOH is of key importance in 

orienting and promoting the amide bond formation. In this, the canonical pair is the one 

that undergoes the amide bond formation, while the ionic one directly participates in the 

final dehydration step. A further step is considered: Glycine sublimations are carried out 

in a controlled atmosphere on the same materials used to study the AB formation. The 

results confirmed the formation of long peptides up to 16 units long. 
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Industrial biotechnology is a key enabling technology (KET) of Europe’s bioeconomy, 

providing sustainable production and processing systems. However, to fully realise its 

potential, this KET requires further development, notably to bridge the gap between 

bioscience research and bioprocess development and accelerate innovation. To achieve 

this goal, 16 organisations from 9 different European member states have launched the the 

H2020-INFRAIA project “Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 

Accelerator” (IBISBA 1.0)[1]. Coordinated by the French National Institute for Agricultural 

Research (INRA), this project will create a coordinated network of research infrastructure 

facilities organised to provide transnational research services, expert support and hands-on 

training to public and private sector (SMEs and multinational companies) researchers both 

in EU members states and other countries.  

One component of the IBISBA 1.0 network is ProtEnz, a multisite infrastructure owned by 

the National Research Council of Italy (CNR), the Italian partner of IBISBA 1.0. ProtEnz 

provides transnational access to the discovery, production, characterization, and 

engineering of proteins and enzymes, with special focus on those from extremophiles, for 

applications in Green Chemistry, Synthetic Biology, Sustainable Bioenergy, and in 

pharmaceutical/agroindustrial processes. 

For more information on IBISBA 1.0 please visit www.ibisba.eu. 
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